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Executive Committee 
Minutes of the meeting held Thursday 1 March 2018 
 
Members Present: Qas Younis ∣ Vice President Union Development [Chair] 

Hannah Laycock ∣ Vice President Education 
Ben Francis ∣ Vice President Activities 

Laura Wilkinson ∣ Vice President Campaigns & Communications 
Hazel Richardson ∣ LGBTQ+ Part-Time Officer 

Jack McNamara ∣ County JCR President 
Sukriti Gracias ∣ Faculty Re 

Ruth Truscott ∣ Womens + Part-Time Office 
 

In Attendance: Claire Geddes | Chief Executiv3e 
Brittany Tomlinson ∣ Education & Representation Advisor 

Adam Fletcher | Administrative Support (Minutes) 
Apologies: Joshua Woolf ∣ Students’ Union President  

Sofia Akel ∣ Vice President Welfare & Community 
Maab Saifeldin ∣ BME Students’ Part-Time Officer 

 
 
1. Minutes of previous meeting | held on 15 February 2018  
The attending members noticed the following errors in the minutes of the previous meeting: 

− Sukriti Gracias was incorrectly described as a Faculty Rep rather than International Students’ 
Part-Time Officer.  

− The names of the two local charities shortlisted to benefit from Roses fundraising were given 
incorrectly. Charity should have been recorded as ‘Achieve Change and Engagement’ not 
‘Achieve Change Engagement’. Charity two should have been recorded as ‘Birchall Trust’ not 
‘Virtual Trust’ 

− ‘Grow Your Mind’ campaign was incorrectly described as to be launched when in fact the 
campaign was already underway  

 
2. Matters arising not elsewhere on the agenda  

2.1 Review of actions from previous meeting –  
QY reported action ongoing regarding working with colleges on study rooms/study space 
and microwaves action from previous meeting 
QY also reported that an FTO has now been added to the Strategy Steering Group 
 
2.2 Proposed changes to Accountability and Transparency Bye-Law – 
Given the changes to the Full time officer’s scrutiny process to be approved at the meeting 
Brittany Tomlinson (Education & Representation Advisor) presented a revised form of the 
Accountability and Transparency byelaw. The revisions were approved as read by quorum. 

 
2.2 Importance of offering clarity on selection process for scrutiny officers.- 
LW VP Campaigns and Communications emphasised the importance of being transparent 
about the selection process for scrutiny officers and other selected positions. An explanation 
of the selection process by BT was given followed by a discussion of how communication of 
the selection process to members could be improved. It was agreed that improved visibility 
of the process on the students’ union website ought to be pursued. Furthermore, LW is to 
write to Subtext to clarify the students’ union selection process.  

ACTION: LW to contact Subtext in order to improve clarity on the students’ union’s process of 
appointing volunteers to selected positions at the students’ union 
 
3. Items for approval 

3.1 Full-time Officers Scrutiny Processes changes- 
Proposal taken as read. Verbal summary of report was given by BT which elaborated on the 
difficulties which had arisen with attaining quorate attendance at the scrutiny panels. 
Proposal was discussed by team with some consideration given to the potential for 
confusion to describing unelected scrutiny volunteers as officers. Agreement was reached 
that the title scrutiny officers would be accepted for the time being with the potential to be 
reviewed at a later date.  
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3.2 Lonsdale Extrav budget  
Whilst discussing the document both QY (VP Union Development) and HL (VP Education) 
expressed some concern over the submitted budget. In particular, both were concerned that 
the £200 budget allocation to decorations might be insufficient for such a large venue. LW 
(VP Campaigns and Communications) and HR (LGBTQ+) expressed further budget concerns 
on matters such as performers’ accommodation and poorly defined provisions, such as £5 
for ‘paper’. 
QY (VP Union Development) reported that all colleges including Lonsdale are not to receive 
their budget training session. QY recommended with the agreement of members in 
attendance not to approve the budget as submitted and arrange a meeting with Lonsdale 
along with Sally Kay to discuss the budget.  

ACTION: QY and SK to meet with Lonsdale to discuss extrav budget 
 
4. Items for discussion  
4.1 Annual General Meeting Agenda items- 

BT provided a verbal report. The date of the AGM is 15 March 2018. BT is to provide JM (County 
JCR President) with training beforehand on chairing the AGM. Members were informed that 
central topic of the AGM was to be space. Space in this context was taken to cover a range of 
areas e.g. study space, social space, counselling space and the spine. QY informed the members 
that Paul Morris from facilities has been invited to the event.  
BT explained the required in quorate attendance figures at the AGM were 150 in the room. A 
discussion was had on how to encourage AGM attendance, a food incentive was agreed as a 
positive step. QY suggested doughnuts; HL noted the importance of providing for vegan and 
gluten-free diets. QY agreed to explore options open on this matter. 
The following policies were put forward by members for inclusion at the AGM: 
- A mental health policy (LW, VP Campaigns and Communications) 
- A lecture recordings policy (HL, VP Education) 
HL (VP Education) recommended that academic execs are also consulted about potential agenda 
items.   
BT elaborated on the nature of the AGM as an opportunity for the students’ union deliver 
information on accounts and a report from the trustee board. BT also explained that in the 
interests of accountability it is a crucial that the FTOs use the AGM to feedback to the student 
body. BT suggested the FTOs produce a video to distribute ahead of the AGM and present on the 
day. Following the video students will then have the opportunity to question the FTOs. BT also 
added that ideally PTOs would provide an update at the AGM.  
ACTION: QY to explore food incentive for AGM including dietary considerations.  
ACTION: FTOs to produce video offering feedback to student members 

 
4.2 Hockey at Roses  

QY reported on an ongoing discussion with York University regarding whether to allow York 
hockey team banned from BUCS whilst under police investigation. BF (Vice President Activities) 
reported that York been contacted outlining the stance of the university and students’ union as 
follows: 

No members of the hockey team involved in the incident under investigation are to be 
allowed on campus or other Lancaster University/ students’ union facilities.  
Team members not linked to the incident are to arrive for timetabled fixtures and then to 
leave campus.  
No members of hockey team are to be served alcohol.  
Hockey team members who also play for other teams are to abide by the same sanctions.  
Attendees discussed this stance. HR (LGBTQ+ Part-Time Officer) queried how these sanctions 
in particular the bar from alcohol could be enforced. QY informed attendees that there is 
precedent for enforcing stance. QY concluded discussion by not that the students’ union is 
now awaiting a response from York. 

 
5. Student Ideas for decision 

5.1 Hot water in the library. QY reported that whilst the idea could potentially be implemented 
a variety of hot water taps are already available around campus. QY expressed with the 
agreement of those assembled that the main issue at present is a lack of signage to enable 
students to locate these facilities.  

5.2 Path to pull-up bar. Status: Feedback   
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5.3 6-a-side league: The fact that a 6-a-side league is already in existence was noted. The 
existence of this group will be fed-back to the student who presented the petitions.  

5.4 Two petitions submitted since last meeting.  
The first called for an end to the UCU strike. The assembled members discussed the ongoing 
strike action but ultimately the petition is calling for action by the university and in particular 
the Vice-Chancellor not from the students’ union. It was suggested that the students’ union 
can be of best service by continuing with its current stance and supporting its members. 

The second petition called for refunds of tuition fees. Discussion of this matter began with 
QY noting that the individual who began the petition is known the students’ union as a 
Sociology student who may be engaging in especially widespread communications with the 
students’ union in order to achieve a grade in a module run by the Sociology department. 
Regardless of the motivations of the student member who instigated the petition the matter 
was still discussed in considerable detail, also discussed was a similar petition on change.org 
which also called for compensation. The assembled members expressed regret that this 
petition which attracted a considerable 600 signatures was carried out on a website which 
does not allow the status of signatories as union members. JM suggests the students’ union 
feeds back to members urging them to utilise the proper channel for petitioning the union to 
enable action. On the issue of compensation to students raised in the petitions, HL provided 
a verbal report of discussion on the topic at the last Senate meeting. HL reported that the 
Vice-Chancellor had addressed the topic stating university policy as follows:  
Courses at the university are paid for and delivered as a complete package. The university 
cannot attribute a fixed price to individual cancelled lectures. An array of other costs to the 
university remain whilst strikes are ongoing. The suggestion that contact hours are the prime 
offering of the university when other services in particular campus facilities such as the 
library remain in operation was improper.   
ACTION: BT to arrange for staff to investigate the known Sociology students’ ‘payday 
pensions’ Facebook page and union lobbying activities.  

 
6. Items for information The Executive committee is invited to note the following information 

items:  
6.1 Industrial Action update. 
QY reported a number of headlines suggesting the strikes, or action short of a strike by UCU 
could go on for five months. 
HL noted the importance of considering the academic as well as the academic ramifications of 
the UCU action. HL brought to the attention the meeting a point in the university faqs which 
states that students who are caused to miss certain parts of their course can get special 
consideration given during examinations. HL is to seek clarification on this issue.  
HR reported that thus far the university is largely leaving policy on this issue to individual 
departments. HR called on the students’ union to deliver a university wide policy on the matter. 
HL agreed to pursue this whilst seeking clarification. 
HR reported that some members are currently expressing discontent that the union lacking a 
stance on the action. HL noted that the union communications policy has been clear, to provide 
a strong focus on information and supporting student members. Assembled members concurred 
that this focus was appropriate. 

 
ACTION: HL to seek clarification from university on provision of mitigating circumstances due to 
industrial action. Also to push for a university wide policy on the matter. 
 

 
 
 
6.2 FTO team report 
Taken as read. Report is still unfinished. LW has not submitted her section as agreed due to 
other commitments, in particular hosting Mindfest.  

 
6.3 Chief Executive’s report  
CG sent apologies. Nothing to add 

 
7. Any other business. 
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7.1 Mindfest Verbal Report-  LW Provided verbal feedback on Mindfest held in Alexander 
Square this week. Overall, the event was a very positive experience. LW noted that another 
event is to be scheduled in summer term before Roses, this event will include an inflatable which 
was cancelled due to adverse weather. LW also reported that she intends to organise a student 
media conference mid-summer term. The current date proposed is Saturday 2 June 2018. 

 
7.2 Narrative format in reports- HL requested that FTOs adopt a narrative format when 
producing their FTO report rather than just listing their actions.  

 
7.3 Vetting process for students’ union sponsored conference attendance- LW reported to the 
group on concerns at LUSU financially supporting student members’ attendance at the students’ 
against racism conference. Whilst the principles of the conference are to be applauded LW 
expressed concern that the event was being co-hosted by Muslim Engagement and 
Development (MEND). LW noted that MEND has attracted considerable controversy in by 
reportedly hosting extreme Islamist figures, espousing questionable views regarding women, 
and stoking anti-Semitism. Upon discussion the attendees agree to implement a procedure 
whereby upcoming conferences are vetted ahead of time at each executive meeting. 

 
7.4 Elections Update- Campaigning started 10am, Hustings on Monday 6pm. Voting opens 
Wednesday until Friday.  

 
7.5 Roses intercalating students. SU policy to allow those students to compete. York contest 
this. Talks are ongoing 
ACTION: BF to produce outcome of these conversations, preferably in a blog post by the end of 
term two.  

 
7.6 Minutes not being released in a timely fashion. 
ACTION: QY to email MH to ensure minutes are published within an appropriate timeframe.  

 
7.7 Date and time of next meeting. 
Date was agreed as 15 March, however due to AGM the time will be moved to 4pm 

 


